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Abstract—Over the next 20 years it will begin the exodus from
the Internet and smart phones to the Internet of Things. The
heart of IoT gives new utility and value with connectivity among
things around people to the human. The proposed IoT or IIoT
based Download OTA (Over-the-Air) provides a flexible
mechanism for downloading Media objects of any type and size
from a network. Moreover, proposed IoT based DLOTA
provides a part of security by CapBAC technique.
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Introduction

Since the desktop was connected to the Internet, it took
about 20 years for the Internet to connect to the smartphone.
The era of the Internet of things that has been unfamiliar since
the last few years has come close to us, over the next 20 years
it will begin the exodus from the Internet and smart phones to
the Internet of Things. The heart of IoT gives new utility and
value with connectivity among things around people to the
human. Recently, In addition to Google, the companies such
as Samsung and Intel are jumping into the Internet market,
which is probably the answer to the slowing growth of the
smartphone market. If the smartphone is made to be able to be
connected to anytime and anywhere around the human being,
the Internet will be able to connect all things around people
and make them communicate with each other. The Internet of
Things is expected to lead the next smartphone market and the
new blue ocean on behalf of smartphones that have entered a
period of stagnant growth [1]. In addition, the future industrial
environment will be driven by various changes centering on
Industry 4.0, and all processes including product, machine,
plant and factory will be closely connected through leap to
industry 4.0. The core concept of Industry 4.0 is digitalization,
and market trends are toward modularization, digital drawing
at the production stage, and communication between machines.
By finally digitizing the entire product and production cycle, a
combination of the virtual world and the real world, the digital
factory will finally become a reality [2].

Figure 1. Convergence of Information Technology and Operation
Technology

IIoT security can be secured by the fusion of information
technology and operational technology, and reliability of
information technology is security, reliability, privacy, and
resilience aspect. Operational technology reliability is safety,
resilience, reliability and security as shown in Fig. 1. [3]. In
related work of this paper, OMA's OTA, SOTA / FOTA, and
IoF-Cloud are briefly described. In Section 3, IoT devicebased DLOTA mechanism of IoF-Cloud is proposed. Finally,
the conclusions and future studies are described.
II.
A.

Related Work

OMA’s Download OTA

Industrial IoT (IIoT) is growing in importance due to the
expansion of the elements that make up the ecosystem and
various devices.
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Figure 2. OMA’s Dwonload Mechanism
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The Open Mobile Alliance (OMA)’s Over-the-Air (OMA)
provides a flexible mechanism for downloading media objects
(MOs) of any format and size over the network [4, 5]. Fig. 2
shows the downloading process of OMA. Recently, OTA
technology is divided into SOTA (Software Over-the-Air) and
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FOTA (Firmware Over-the-Air) in the field of Connected
Care, and Fig. 3 shows the comparison of FOTA / SOTA
technologies in mobile and automobile fields [6].

big data based on public cloud and supports farming decision
making in Fig. 5 [11].

Figure 3. Comparation of OTA Technology in Mobile and Automobile fields

Figure 5. Concept of IoF-Cloud and Testbed of RealEnvironment

B.

Capability-based Access Control
(CapBAC)

III.

Capability-based access control is that the subject has an
authority list and presents its own capability to the service
provider. The service provider confirms and approves the
capability. In the case of repetitive service requests, the ACLbased system processes the authentication process repeatedly,
but Capability-based access control can minimize the
repetitive tasks through the published capability, and thus the
workflow is light compared to the ACL-based system as
shown in Fig. 4 [7-9].

A.

IoF-based DLOTA Mechanism
Design

IoT device-based DLOTA

Figure 6. General Concept of SW Maintenance of IoT devices

Figure 4. Concept Comparasion ACL and CapBAC

C.

Concept of IoF-Cloud

IoT (Internet of Things) is a concept that creates new value
when objects are connected to each other. In the dictionary
meaning of things, it includes not only material objects but
also intangible things [10]. It is changing and evolving into
things that include things from types to intangible services.
IoF (Internet of Farming)-Cloud is defined to extend this
concept to farmers. IoF-Cloud means extending smart farms
based on cloud to enable stable operation of smart farm for
365 days. In order to solve the difficulties of users of smart
farm, the IoF cloud collects, stores and analyzes agricultural

Figure 7. Diagram of DLOTA Mechanism of IoF-Cloud

As shown in Fig. 6, DLOTA of IoT or IIoT proposed in
this paper can easily solve complex problems of installing and
upgrading all types of IoT devices one by one and can be
applied to various areas. Fig. 7 shows the environmental
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diagram of the DLOTA mechanism of the proposed IoT-based
IoF-Cloud.
B.

Functional architecture and DD/MO
of IoT-based DLOTA Mechanism

The DLOTA mechanism based on IoT is operated by the
Download Description (DD) and MO (Media Object)
information between Download Agent and Server similar to
DLOTA of OMA. DD is composed of elements for describing
MO, and DD. Fig. 8 shows the functional architecture of the
IOT-based DLOTA mechanism.

Figure 9. Service Design of Cloud-based DLOTA

Figure 8.

The end-user IoT device acquires MO information
corresponding to its type and installs it in the Download User
Agent module (refer to ⑦ in Fig. 9). The Download User
Agent will search for and download the MO from the IoT
Gateway (refer to ⑧ in Fig. 9). Download User Agent will
check and install MO by information and CapBAC access
control (refer to ⑨ and ⑩ in Fig. 9). When the MO is
installed in the IoT device, the status information of the
download and installation completion is transmitted to the IoT
gateway (refer to ⑪ and ⑫ in Fig. 9). The status and history
information of the IoT device is managed by this information.
In addition, the IoT Gateway will send status information
summarized to the Status Report Server of the cloud-based
OTA service (refer to ⑬ in Fig. 9).

Functional Architecture of IoT-based DLOTA Mechanism

Content Provide & Developer will configure cloud
resource (IoF-Cloud) with server virtualization technology
such as Present Server, Download Server, Status Report
Server, and so on. In particular, Ubuntu Linux supports all
types of containers (process container Docker, machine
container LXD, and application container Snapd). The user
receives the DD from the Present Server, receives the MO
from the Download Server, and sends the status information to
the Status Report Server when downloading and installation is
completed. Fig. 9 shows a diagram of a cloud-based DLOTA
service design to support IoT. The discovery application in
IoT device and IoT gateway (MicroCube) download DD from
present server which is virtual machine of cloud and analyze
contents (refer to ① in Fig. 9]), and DD includes CapBAC
access control information.

C.

Basic of DLOTA

The basic DLOTA procedure is shown in Fig. 10, and the
DD and MO contents are found by the Discovery Application
(refer to ① in Fig. 10]). At this time, the IoT device requests
DD from the IoT gateway (refer to ② in Fig. 10), and the IoT
gateway transmits the requested DD (refer to ③ in Fig. 10).
The IoT device checks the MO information to be downloaded
by the DD transmitted from the IoT Gateway and the
Capability of the IoT device, and the CapBAC access control
proceeds (refer to ④ in Fig. 10]). The IoT device will ask the
user for approval and will be authorized to download the MO
by user's approval (refer to ⑤ and ⑥ in Fig. 10). When the
IoT device requests the MO from the IoT gateway, the IoT
gateway transmits the requested MO (see ⑦ and ⑧ in [Figure
11]). When the transfer of the MO is completed, the IoT
device uses the MO to install the firmware and software (see
⑨ in Fig. 10]) and sends the installed status information to the
IoT Gateway at the completion of the installation (refer to ⑩
in Fig. 10]).

IoT Gateway obtains MO information for IoT devices by
DD information and installs it in Download User Agent
module (refer to ② in Fig. 9]). The Download User Agent will
check the MO and CapBAC access control (refer to ③ in Fig.
9]). If there is no problem in the normal situation and the
CapBAC access control does not occur, the cloud-based OTA
service To search for and download the corresponding MO
(refer to ④ in Fig. 9]). The end user's authorization (refer to
⑤ in Fig. 9) gives the download permission and the
downloaded MO is stored in the storage of the IoT Gateway
(refer to ⑥ in Fig. 9). The IoT Gateway performs the storage
cache function for IoT devices and also converts the global
traffic of 3G / 4G / 5G to local traffic such as LPWAN (Low
Power Wide Area Network).
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and software for update and capability (refer to ③ in Fig. 11).
If the update of the firmware or software by the version
information and the capability is valid, the end user is
requested to approve and authorized by the end user (refer to
④ and ⑤ in Fig. 11). The IoT device requests the new version
of MO from the IoT gateway, and the IoT gateway transmits
the requested MO (refer to ⑥ and ⑦ in Fig. 11). The IoT
device performs the installation process using the downloaded
MO (refer to ⑧ in Fig. 11) and sends the status information to
the IoT gateway at the completion of installation (refer to ⑨
in Fig. 11). Fig. 12 shows the process of removing the existing
MO. The content handler of IoT device removes the existing
DD and MO (refer to ① and ② in Fig. 12]) as new firmware
or software is installed, The IoT device informs the IoT
Gateway of the status information of the existing MO removed
(refer to ③ in Fig. 12).
Figure 10. Basic Process of DLOTA

D.

IV.

Update and Delete of Media Object

Conclusion

The heart of IoT gives new utility and value with
connectivity among things around people to the human. In
future, Industrial environment will be intimately connect all
among machines and machines or factories and factories in all
processing, and by digitizing of all goods and production lifecycle, which is a combination of virtual world and real world,
the digital factory will become reality eventually. The
proposed IoT or IIoT-based Download OTA (Over-the-Air)
provides a flexible mechanism for downloading media objects
of any format and size over the network. In this paper,
DLOTA for IOT is designed and constructed based on OMA
OTA, and DLOTA, media object update and deletion
procedure, DLOTA based on broadcast protocol are designed
in detail respectively. In addition, the DLOTA provides
lightweight encryption and partial security by CapBAC
technology.

The procedure and procedure for updating the existing
firmware or software to the latest version are shown in Fig. 11
and Fig. 12, and the latest version of MO information is
obtained by the Discovery Application than the version
information of the existing MO.
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Figure 11. Update Process of Media Object
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